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Abstract: In this writing, I will present a fast-efficient computational Pseudo code to find acoustic phonon instabilities in crystals. The 

code uses the stress-strain relations to numerical find sound velocities in terms of second-order elastic constants for various wave modes 

in uniaxial and hydrostatically compressed crystals for a given wave direction < 𝒌 >. I use Tantalum and Copper as the testing materials. 

The results are compared with Molecular dynamics simulations using the EAM potential formalism, DFT calculations via VASP and 

lattice stability function uniaxial compression by determining the phonon-dispersion relation over the entire BZ. The implementation of 

the code is discussed using the free, open-source software OCTAVE and the symbolic program MATHEMATICA. 

 

 

Index Terms – Phonon instability, speed sound, Molecular Dynamics, Single Crystal Metals 

I. CALCULATION OF THE VELOCITY OF SOUND ON CRYSTALLINE SYSTEM 

 

The Christoffel equation that governs the propagation of elastic waves is 

 

𝜌𝑣2𝑤𝑖 =∑(𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙)𝑘�̂�𝑘�̂�
𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑤𝑘  (1.1) 

 

Equation (1.1) represents the eigenvalue problem, where the phase velocities 𝜌𝑣2 are the eigenvalues, and polarization of the wave 

are the eigenvectors. 

 

The calculation of the velocity of sound based on the elastic constants in equation (1.1) is only valid for the case of zero stress (𝑃𝑖𝑗 =

0). To generalize to the non-zero stress case, one can formulate the stability conditions in terms of the elastic stiffness coefficients, and 

the elastic coefficients 𝐵𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑙 must therefore replace 𝐶𝑖𝑘𝑗𝑙: 

 

𝜌𝑣2𝑤𝑖 =∑(𝜎𝑗𝑙
𝑜𝛿𝑖𝑘 + 𝐵𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙)𝑘�̂�𝑘�̂�

𝑗𝑘𝑙

𝑤𝑘  

 

(1.2) 

The term between the parenthesis in equation (1.2) I define as the dispersion matrix 𝐿𝑖𝑘 = 𝜎𝑗𝑙
𝑜𝛿𝑖𝑘 + 𝐵𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙  

 

The reader can seek the book titled Thermodynamics of Crystals written by D. Wallace [3] for a better understanding of the derivation 

of equations (1.1) and (1.2) 

Observe that equation (1.2) has three solutions, denoted by s = 1, 2, 3. Thus for a given direction, 𝑘 in a solid, three-small amplitude 

plane waves with perpendicular polarizations can propagate. Waves with polarization vectors parallel or perpendicular to the propagation 

direction < 𝑘 > are defined as longitudinal or transverse (shear) waves, respectively. However, in general, a wave is neither purely 

longitudinal nor transverse.  

 

Two directions are of common interest in wave propagation experiments: (1) pure mode directions, which have one pure longitudinal 

wave and two transverse purse waves; and (2) quasi-pure mode directions, which have one pure transverse wave and two mixed waves. 

The symmetry directions of a crystal are always pure mode directions. In the following sections, I will provide step-by-step examples of 

how to find the solution to equation (1.2) for the wave directions K <0,0,1> and K <1,1,0> for the Cubic symmetry crystals, and K <1,0,1> 
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for Orthorhombic symmetry; this is to help the reader better understand the solving process. After that, I can move confidently into 
explaining the general symbolic and numerical solution to equation (1.2) 

 

1.1 Example: How to calculate the solution to the propagation of sound for Cubic crystals for the directions K<1,0,0> and 

K<1,1,0> at zero pressure 

I first choose to solve the problem of calculating the elastic wave propagation for a cubic crystal symmetry. It will set the foundation to 

help me describe the general scenario of an arbitrary propagation direction < 𝑘 > given any so-called crystal symmetry. It is also a well-

known problem that has already been solved in the book of Kittel, Charles - Introduction to Solid State Physics 8Th Edition page 80.  

The theory of elasticity gives the basis for describing elastic wave propagation. Hooke’s law describes the relationship between stress 

and strain of a flexible material. I can represent this relation by the tensorial equation: 

(

  
 

𝜎1
𝜎2
𝜎3
𝜎4
𝜎5
𝜎6)

  
 
=

(

 
 
 

𝐶11 𝐶12 𝐶13 𝐶14 𝐶15 𝐶16
𝐶21 𝐶22 𝐶23 𝐶24 𝐶25 𝐶26
𝐶31 𝐶32 𝐶33 𝐶34 𝐶35 𝐶36
𝐶41 𝐶42 𝐶43 𝐶44 𝐶45 𝐶46
𝐶51 𝐶52 𝐶53 𝐶54 𝐶55 𝐶56
𝐶61 𝐶62 𝐶63 𝐶64 𝐶65 𝐶66)

 
 
 

(

  
 

휀1
휀2
휀3
휀4
휀5
휀6)

  
 

 

 

 

 

(1.3) 

Table 1.1: Scheme of the independent second-order elastic constants for each group only the subscripts 𝛼𝛽 for each 𝐶𝛼𝛽 are listed. 

The scheme is the same for two hexagonal groups (denoted as H) and two cubic groups (denoted as C), N stands for None, M for 

Monoclinic, O for orthorhombic, R for Rhombohedral, T for Tetragonal and I for Triclinic 

          

N M O TII TI RII RI C I H 

11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 

12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 

13 13 13 13 13 13 13 12 12 13 

14 0 0 0 0 14 14 0 0 0 

15 15 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 

16 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

22 22 22 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 

23 23 23 13 13 13 13 12 12 13 

24 0 0 0 0 -14 -14 0 0 0 

25 25 0 0 0 -15 0 0 0 0 

26 0 0 -16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

33 33 33 33 33 33 33 11 11 33 

34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

35 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 

45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

46 46 0 0 0 -15 0 0 0 0 

55 55 55 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 

56 0 0 0 0 14 14 0 0 0 

66 66 66 66 66 66 66 44 44 66 

Therefore, the value of the elastic constants 𝐶𝑖𝑗 is required, and there are different methods, both experiment and computational, to 

calculate its value. The interested reader is referred to the following referemces [4-8]. 

 

Its well-known crystals have their rotational symmetry (point group). These rotational symmetries enforce extra constrain on the 

elastic constants, further reducing the number of independent elastic constants (look at Table 1.1). 

For cubic symmetry, there are only three required: 
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(

  
 

𝜎1
𝜎2
𝜎3
𝜎4
𝜎5
𝜎6)

  
 
=

(

 
 
 

𝐶11 𝐶12 𝐶12 0 0 0
𝐶12 𝐶11 𝐶12 0 0 0
𝐶12 𝐶12 𝐶11 0 0 0
0 0 0 𝐶44 0 0
0 0 0 0 𝐶44 0
0 0 0 0 0 𝐶44)

 
 
 

(

  
 

휀1
휀2
휀3
휀4
휀5
휀6)

  
 

 

 

 

 

(1.4) 

A personal thought I would like to communicate to the reader of this writing is the following: The problem of finding the speed of sound 

using the stress-strain relations in a crystal can also be interchangeable with the inverse problem of finding the elastic constants if the 

speed of sound is given. For example, many scientists in The Geophysics field use ultrasonic waves in specific directions to 

experimentally calculate the values of the elastic constants on the medium [9]. In any case, let me go back to demonstrate how to find 

the solution for K <1,0,0> and K <1,0,1> 

1.1.1 Solution for K <1,0,0> 

 

Having �̂� = (1,0,0) the dispersion matrix 𝐿𝑖𝑘 is given by 

 

𝐿𝑖𝑘 = (
𝐶1111 − 𝑃11 𝐶1121 𝐶1131
𝐶2111 𝐶2121 − 𝑃11 𝐶2131
𝐶3111 𝐶3121 𝐶3131 − 𝑃11

) 

 

(1.5) 

Introducing the Voigt notation, the above equation can be reduced as follows 

 

𝐿𝑖𝑘 = (
𝐶11 − 𝑃11 𝐶16 𝐶15
𝐶61 𝐶66 − 𝑃11 𝐶65
𝐶51 𝐶56 𝐶55 − 𝑃11

) 
(1.6) 

 

Now introducing Cubic symmetry (see eq 1.4), we can neglect elastic coefficients which will be zero, therefore the problem reduces 

even more: 

𝐿𝑖𝑘 = (
𝐶11 − 𝑃11 0 0

0 𝐶44 − 𝑃11 0
0 0 𝐶44 − 𝑃11

) 
(1.7) 

 

the eigenvalues 𝐿𝑖𝑘 defined by 𝜆𝑠 = 𝜌𝑣𝑠
2  can easily be calculated 

 

𝜆1 = 𝐶11 − 𝑃11    𝜆2 = 𝐶44 − 𝑃11      𝜆3 = 𝐶44 − 𝑃11   (1.8) 

 

The eigenvectors indicate the polarization of the sound wave and, for the above case, are (1,0,0), (0,1,0), and (0,0,1), respectively. 

One may think the above elastic constants wave velocity relations are straightforward, but it’s not because 𝑃11 (Pxx) and the coefficients 

𝐶𝑖𝑗 are strain/stress dependent. In other words, the sound wave velocity changes as a function of the strain/pressure; this gives a hint there 

are specific crystallographic directions in a crystal where the sound wave velocity may tend to zero. it’s possible to predict at what strain 

and pressure the dynamical instability caused by the softening of the acoustic phonon branches evaluated at 𝑑𝑤/𝑑𝑞|0 occurs.  

 

For the scenario of a unstress lattice the equation (1.8) can be simplify to 

 

𝜆1 = 𝐶11    𝜆2 = 𝐶44      𝜆3 = 𝐶44   
 

(1.9) 

1.1.2 Solution for K <1,1,0> 

 

Having �̂� =
1

√2
(1,1,0) the dispersion matrix 𝐿𝑖𝑘 is given by 
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𝐿𝑖𝑘 =
1

2

(

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝐶1111 − 𝑃11+. . . 𝐶1121 + 𝐶1122+. . . 𝐶1131 + 𝐶1132+. . .
𝐶1112 − 𝑃12+. . . 𝐶1221 + 𝐶1222           𝐶1231 + 𝐶1232           
𝐶1211 − 𝑃21+. . .

𝐶1212 − 𝑃22       𝐶2121 − 𝑃11+. . .

𝐶2122 − 𝑃12+. . .
𝐶2111 + 𝐶2112+. . . 𝐶2221 − 𝑃21+. . . 𝐶2131 + 𝐶2132+. . .
𝐶2211 + 𝐶2212       𝐶2222 − 𝑃22           𝐶2231 + 𝐶2232           

𝐶3131 − 𝑃11+. . .
𝐶3111 + 𝐶3112+. . . 𝐶3121 + 𝐶3122+. . . 𝐶3132 − 𝑃12+. . .
𝐶3211 + 𝐶3212     𝐶3221 + 𝐶3222       𝐶3231 − 𝑃21+. . .

𝐶3232 − 𝑃22       )

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1.10) 

 

Now introducing Cubic symmetry (see eq 1.4), the Voigt notation and for a unstress crystal Pij = 0, we can neglect elastic coefficients 

which will be zero, therefore the problem reduces even more: 

 

𝐿𝑖𝑘 =
1

2
(
𝐶11 + 𝐶44 𝐶12 + 𝐶44 0
𝐶12 + 𝐶44 𝐶11+ 𝐶44 0

0 0 2𝐶44

) 
 

(1.11) 

 

the eigenvalues 𝐿𝑖𝑘 defined by 𝜆𝑠 = 𝜌𝑣𝑠
2  can easily be calculated 

 

𝜆1 =
1

2
(𝐶11 − 𝐶12)    𝜆2 = 𝐶44      𝜆3 =

1

2
(𝐶11 + 𝐶12 + 2𝐶44)   

(1.12) 

 

the eigenvectors indicate the polarization of the sound wave and for the above case are (-1,1,0), (0,0,1) and (1,1,0) respectively. This 

result (eq. 1.12) is well known in Kittel, Charles - Introduction to Solid State Physics 8Th Edition page 80. 

 

1.2 Example: How to calculate the solution to the propagation of sound for Orthorhombic crystals for the directions K<1,0,1> 

With No Shear 

 

Having �̂� =
1

√2
(1,0,1) the dispersion matrix 𝐿𝑖𝑘 is given by 

 

𝐿𝑖𝑘 =
1

2

(

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝐶11 − 𝑃11+. . . 𝐶16 + 𝐶14+. . . 𝐶15 + 𝐶13+. . .
𝐶15 − 𝑃13+. . . 𝐶56 + 𝐶54           𝐶55 + 𝐶53           
𝐶51 − 𝑃31+. . .

𝐶55 − 𝑃33       𝐶66 − 𝑃11+. . .

𝐶64 − 𝑃13+. . .
𝐶16 + 𝐶14+. . . 𝐶46 − 𝑃31+. . . 𝐶65 + 𝐶63+. . .
𝐶56 + 𝐶54       𝐶44 − 𝑃33           𝐶45 + 𝐶43           

𝐶55 − 𝑃11+. . .
𝐶15 + 𝐶13+. . . 𝐶65 + 𝐶63+. . . 𝐶53 − 𝑃13+. . .
𝐶55 + 𝐶53        𝐶45 + 𝐶43        𝐶35 − 𝑃31+. . .

𝐶33 − 𝑃33       )

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1.13) 

Now introducing Orthorhombic symmetry (see Table 1.1), we can neglect elastic coefficients which will be zero and no shear on the 

system thus 𝑃12 = 𝑃13 = 𝑃23 = 0, for orthorhombic system, 𝐿𝑖𝑘 is given by 

 

𝐿𝑖𝑘 =
1

2
(
𝐶11 − 𝑃11 + 𝐶55 − 𝑃33 0 𝐶13 + 𝐶55

0 −𝑃11 + 𝐶66−𝑃33 + 𝐶44 0
𝐶13+ 𝐶55 0 𝐶55 − 𝑃11 − 𝑃33 + 𝐶33

) 

 

 

(1.14) 

The eigenvalues for the matrix 𝐿𝑖𝑘 are given by 

𝜆1 = (
𝐶11 + 𝐶33

2
+ 𝐶55 − 𝑃11 − 𝑃33)  − √

(𝐶33 − 𝐶11)2

4
+ (𝐶55 + 𝐶13)2  

𝜆2 = (
𝐶11 + 𝐶33

2
+ 𝐶55 − 𝑃11 − 𝑃33)  − √

(𝐶33 − 𝐶11)2

4
+ (𝐶55 + 𝐶13)2   

𝜆3 = 𝐶44 + 𝐶66 − 𝑃11 − 𝑃33   
 

 

 

 

(1.15) 

and the eigenvectors are 

𝑥1⃗⃗  ⃗ =
1

√2
(1 +

𝑎

√𝑎2 + 4𝑏2
)
1/2

(
𝑎

2𝑏
−
√𝑎2 + 4𝑏2

2𝑏
, 0, 1) 
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𝑥2⃗⃗⃗⃗ =
1

√2
(1 −

𝑎

√𝑎2 + 4𝑏2
)
1/2

(
𝑎

2𝑏
+
√𝑎2 + 4𝑏2

2𝑏
, 0, 1) 

𝑥3⃗⃗⃗⃗ = (0,1,0) 
 

(1.16) 

here 𝑎 = 𝐶11 − 𝐶33 and 𝑏 = 𝐶13 + 𝐶55 

 

 

II. THE GENERAL SYMBOLIC SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF CALCULATING THE VELOCITY OF SOUND ON CRYSTALLINE SYSTEMS 

FOR AN ARBITRARY DIRECTION <K>  

 

In sections 1.1 and 1.2, I provided examples of solving the Christoffel- modified equation for a non-zero stress scenario (dispersion 

matrix) for standard propagation directions using the crystalline group symmetries to reduce terms and obtain a closed-form expression. 

It’s also possible to use a symbolic computation. The computer code is relatively easy to implement. I use the software MATHEMATICA 
version 13.0. [10]  

 

The code asks only for the direction of propagation that I defined for example purposes as kwave = <1,0,0>. Notice the output 

dispersion matrix Lik obtained using MATHEMATICA is as on equation (1.5), yet I could enter any other arbitrary direction such as 

kwave = <1,1,1>, kwave = <1,1,0>, etc., and obtain the corresponding dispersion Matrix. However, it’s only possible to find the 

eigenvalues and the eigenvectors by hand for minimal particular scenarios with the help of the crystal symmetries provided in Table 1.1. 
The code written in MATHEMATICA is shown below: 

Computer Code 2.1: Written Code in MATHEMATICA for the symbolic solution to the Christoffel- modified equation for a non-zero 

stress scenario eq. (1.2). The input variable is the direction of propagation kwave.  

In[1]:= kwave = {1, 0, 0} 
  kn = kwave/(kwave . kwave)^(1/2) 
  Out[1]= {1, 0, 0} 
  Out[2]= {1, 0, 0} 

  In[3]:=  

Lik = Table [∑∑ kn

3

𝑙=1

3

𝑗=1

[[𝑗]]kn[[𝑙]](𝐶𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑙 − 𝛿𝑖,𝑘𝑃𝑗,𝑙), {𝑖, 1,3}, {𝑘, 1,3}] ; 

  Lik // MatrixForm 
    Eigenvalues[Lik] ;   
  Out[4]//MatrixForm= 

(

𝐶1,1,1,1 − 𝑃1,1 𝐶1,1,2,1 𝐶1,1,3,1
𝐶2,1,1,1 𝐶2,1,2,1 − 𝑃1,1 𝐶2,1,3,1
𝐶3,1,1,1 𝐶3,1,2,1 𝐶3,1,3,1 − 𝑃1,1

) 

 

2.1 The general Symbolic solution to the problem of Calculating the velocity of sound on crystalline systems for an arbitrary 

direction <K> implementing the Voigt notation 

 

In Computer Code 2.1, I used Mathematica to find the solution to the Christoffel- modified equation selection symbolically. I can 

adjust the same code to find the eigenvalues for any direction <K> and take the Voigt notation into account. I’m showing below the code 
I wrote in Mathematica (Computer Code 2.2): 

 

Computer Code 2.2: Written Code in MATHEMATICA for the symbolic solution to the Christoffel- modified equation and 

implementing the Voigt notation  

In[1]:= kwave = {1, 0, 0} 
  k = kwave/(kwave . kwave)^(1/2) 
  Out[1]= {1, 0, 0} 
  Out[2]= {1, 0, 0} 

  In[3]:= stress = {{PXX, PXY, PXZ}, {PYX, PYY, PYZ}, {PZX, PZY, PZZ}} 
  Out[3]= {{PXX, PXY, PXZ}, {PYX, PYY, PYZ}, {PZX, PZY, PZZ}} 

  In[4]:= Cnm =  
    Table[$C_{n, m}$, {n, {1, 6, 5}}, {m, {1, 6, 5}}]; 
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  L11 = Sum[ (-stress[[j, l]] + Cnm[[j, l]])*k[[j]]*k[[l]], {j, 3}, {l,  
     3}] 

  Out[5]= 

𝐶1,1 − PXX 

  In[6]:= Cnm =  
    Table[$C_{n, m}$, {n, {1, 6, 5}}, {m, {6, 2, 4}}]; 
  L12 = Sum[ (Cnm[[j, l]])*k[[j]]*k[[l]], {j, 3}, {l, 3}] 
  Out[7]=  

𝐶1,6 

    In[8]:= Cnm =  
    Table[$C_{n, m}$, {n, {1, 6, 5}}, {m, {5, 4, 3}}]; 
  L13 = Sum[ (Cnm[[j, l]])*k[[j]]*k[[l]], {j, 3}, {l, 3}] 
  Out[9]=  

𝐶1,5 

    In[10]:=  
    Cnm = Table[$C_{n, m}$, {n, {6, 2, 4}}, {m, {6, 2, 4}}]; 
    L22 = Sum[ (-stress[[j, l]] + Cnm[[j, l]])*k[[j]]*k[[l]], {j, 3}, {l,  
       3}] 
    Out[11]=  

𝐶6,6 − PXX 

    In[12]:=  
    Cnm = Table[$C_{n, m}$, {n, {6, 2, 4}}, {m, {5, 4, 3}}]; 
    L23 = Sum[ (Cnm[[j, l]])*k[[j]]*k[[l]], {j, 3}, {l, 3}] 
    Out[13]=  

𝐶6,5 

    In[14]:=  
    Cnm = Table[$C_{n, m}$, {n, {5, 4, 3}}, {m, {5, 4, 3}}]; 
    L33 = Sum[ (-stress[[j, l]] + Cnm[[j, l]])*k[[j]]*k[[l]], {j, 3}, {l,  
       3}] 
    Out[15]=  

𝐶5,5 − PXX 

    In[16]:= Lij = {{L11, L12, L13}, {L12, L22, L23}, {L13, L23, L33}}; 
  Lij // MatrixForm 
  Out[17]//MatrixForm=  

(

𝐶1,1 − PXX 𝐶1,6 𝐶1,5
𝐶1,6 𝐶6,6 − PXX 𝐶6,5
𝐶1,5 𝐶6,5 𝐶5,5 − PXX

) 

 In[18]:= (Eigenvalues[Lij]) ; 

III.  NUMERICAL SOLUTION TO THE CHRISTOFFEL EQUATION USING BCC TANTALUM AS THE TESTING MATERIAL 

 

Here I show the numerical solution to the Christoffel equation using the software octave. The testing material here is BCC Tantalum. 

Therefore, we need to provide the elastic constants for Tantalum. The speed of sound calculated is in good agreement with other references. 
Look at D. A. Orlikowski [11] and Oguz Gülseren [12] (around 4000 m/s longitudinal and 2000 m/s transverse)  

 

I ran 14,000 different directions of wave propagation kwave= <kx,ky,kz>. The code written running on OCTAVE version 7.2.0 is 

indeed relatively fast. Then I calculated the speed of sound components v1,v2, and v3 in the 3D sphere region with radius of one (Figure 
1.1). The vector of propagation direction <K> must be a unit vector. In other words, the norm of the vector must be equal to one. 
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Computer Code 3.1: Written Code in Octave for the numerical solution to the Christoffel equation and implementing the Voigt 

notation  

# CALCULATION OF to the Numerical solution for the Christoffel equation 
# Made by Oscar Guerrero - Miramontes 
 
# Input Elastic constants values (For Tantalum) Pa units 
# Input density for tantalum units kg/m^3 
 
density_material = 16690.0; 
 
C11 = 262.563*10^9; 
C21 = 160.699*10^9; 
C31 = 160.699*10^9; 
C41 = 0; 
C51 = 0; 
C61 = 0;  
 
C12 = 160.699*10^9;   
C22 = 262.563*10^9; 
C32 = 160.699*10^9; 
C42 = 0; 
C52 = 0; 
C62 = 0; 
 
C13 = 160.699*10^9; 
C23 = 160.699*10^9; 
C33 = 262.563*10^9; 
C43 = 0; 
C53 = 0; 
C63 = 0; 
 
C14 = 0; 
C24 = 0; 
C34 = 0; 
C44 = 81.805*10^9; 
C54 = 0; 
C64 = 0; 
 
C15 = 0; 
C25 = 0; 
C35 = 0; 
C45 = 0; 
C55 = 81.805*10^9; 
C65 = 0; 
 
C16 = 0; 
C26 = 0; 
C36 = 0; 
C46 = 0; 
C56 = 0; 
C66 = 81.805*10^9; 
 
# Input the Pressure here we consider the unstress scenario therefore P = 0 
 
  PXX = 0; 
  PYY = 0; 
  PZZ = 0; 
  PYZ = 0; 
  PXZ = 0; 
  PXY = 0; 
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  PYX = PXY;  
  PZY = PYZ; 
  PZX = PXZ; 
 
# Create elastic constant and presssure tensor 
 
sigma = [ PXX PXY PXZ ; PYX PYY PYZ ; PZX PZY PZZ ]; 
 
Cjl = [ C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16 ;  
        C21 C22 C23 C24 C25 C26 ; 
        C31 C32 C33 C34 C35 C36 ;  
        C41 C42 C43 C44 C45 C46 ;  
        C51 C52 C53 C54 C55 C56 ;  
        C61 C62 C63 C64 C65 C66 ]; 
 
#*******************************************************# 
# Now we calculate the sound propagation in the medium  # 
#*******************************************************# 
 
# Define a direction of propagation. 
# Generate points sampled uniformly at a sphere r = 1 
# we only care about the Unit Vector 
# using sphere(np) creates a np+1 x np + 1 matrix  
# the number of rows [kx,ky,kz] are 3*(np+1)*(np+1) 
 
np = 150; 
[X,Y,Z] = sphere(np); 
kx = [0.5*X(:); 0.75*X(:); X(:)]; 
ky = [0.5*Y(:); 0.75*Y(:); Y(:)]; 
kz = [0.5*Z(:); 0.75*Z(:); Z(:)]; 
 
clear X 
clear Y 
clear Z 
 
# We only want the vectors [kx,ky,kz] have a norm = 1 (surface sphere) 
 
newElem = 1; 
for loop_kn = 1:3*(np+1)*(np+1) 
tmpV = [kx(loop_kn,1),ky(loop_kn,1),kz(loop_kn,1)]; 
if(norm(tmpV)==1) 
ksurfx(newElem,:) = kx(loop_kn,1); 
ksurfy(newElem,:) = ky(loop_kn,1); 
ksurfz(newElem,:) = kz(loop_kn,1); 
newElem = newElem + 1; 
endif 
endfor 
 
clear kx 
clear ky 
clear kz 
 
for loop_kn = 1:newElem-1 
 
kn = [ksurfx(loop_kn,1),ksurfy(loop_kn,1),ksurfz(loop_kn,1)]; 
 
#Calculate the matrix component L11 
 
irow = 1; 
icol = 1; 
for n = [1,6,5] 
 for m = [1,6,5] 
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   Cnm(irow,icol) = Cjl(n,m); 
   icol = icol + 1; 
    endfor 
   icol = 1; 
   irow = irow + 1; 
     endfor 
L11 = 0; 
for j = 1:3 
 for l = 1:3 
addition = (-sigma(j,l) + Cnm(j,l))*kn(j)*kn(l); 
L11 = L11 + addition; 
  endfor 
    endfor 
 
#Calculate the matrix component L12 
irow = 1; 
icol = 1; 
for n = [1,6,5] 
 for m = [6,2,4] 
   Cnm(irow,icol) = Cjl(n,m); 
   icol = icol + 1;  
    endfor 
   icol = 1; 
   irow = irow + 1; 
     endfor 
L12 = 0; 
for j = 1:3 
 for l = 1:3 
addition = ( Cnm(j,l))*kn(j)*kn(l); 
L12 = L12 + addition; 
  endfor 
    endfor 
 
#Calculate the matrix component L13 
irow = 1; 
icol = 1; 
for n = [1,6,5] 
 for m = [5,4,3] 
   Cnm(irow,icol) = Cjl(n,m); 
   icol = icol + 1;  
    endfor 
   icol = 1; 
   irow = irow + 1; 
     endfor 
L13 = 0; 
for j = 1:3 
 for l = 1:3 
addition = (Cnm(j,l))*kn(j)*kn(l); 
L13 = L13 + addition; 
  endfor 
    endfor 
 
#Calculate the matrix component L22 
irow = 1; 
icol = 1; 
for n = [6,2,4] 
 for m = [6,2,4] 
   Cnm(irow,icol) = Cjl(n,m); 
   icol = icol + 1;  
    endfor 
   icol = 1; 
   irow = irow + 1; 
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     endfor 
L22 = 0; 
for j = 1:3 
 for l = 1:3 
addition = (-sigma(j,l) + Cnm(j,l))*kn(j)*kn(l); 
L22 = L22 + addition; 
  endfor 
    endfor 
 
#Calculate the matrix component L23 
irow = 1; 
icol = 1; 
for n = [6,2,4] 
 for m = [5,4,3] 
   Cnm(irow,icol) = Cjl(n,m); 
   icol = icol + 1;  
    endfor 
   icol = 1; 
   irow = irow + 1; 
     endfor 
L23 = 0; 
for j = 1:3 
 for l = 1:3 
addition = (Cnm(j,l))*kn(j)*kn(l); 
L23 = L23 + addition; 
  endfor 
    endfor 
 
#Calculate the matrix component L33 
irow = 1; 
icol = 1; 
for n = [5,4,3] 
 for m = [5,4,3] 
   Cnm(irow,icol) = Cjl(n,m); 
   icol = icol + 1;  
    endfor 
   icol = 1; 
   irow = irow + 1; 
     endfor 
L33 = 0; 
for j = 1:3 
 for l = 1:3 
addition = (-sigma(j,l) + Cnm(j,l))*kn(j)*kn(l); 
L33 = L33 + addition; 
  endfor 
    endfor 
 
# Create the dispersion matrix 
Lij = [ L11 L12 L13 ; L12 L22 L23 ; L13 L23 L33 ]; 
 
# calculate the speed component by taking the eigenvalues of the dispersion    # matrix, 
remember pv2 = eigenvalues(Lij) the units here are m/s  
 
[evector,evalues] = eig(Lij); 
speed(1,:) = sqrt(diag(evalues)./density_material); 
evector1 = transpose(evector(:,1)); 
evector2 = transpose(evector(:,2)); 
evector3 = transpose(evector(:,3)); 
 
output1(loop_kn,:)= [ loop_kn speed kn evector1 evector2 evector3 norm(kn)]; 
 
endfor 
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# store speed component to an outputfile 
# the output file ispeed have the columns: 
# np, v1,v2,v3 ,kx,ky,kz,evector1, evector2, evector3, norm  
 
dlmwrite('ispeed.csv',output1,'delimiter','\t','precision','%4.6f');  
 
clf; 
colormap ("default"); 
# Make 3D plot with filled circles coloured in the scheme of the  
# measurements 
s = scatter3(output1(:,5),output1(:,6),output1(:,7),10,output1(:,3)); 
# view (3) sets the viewpoint to azimuth = -37.5 and elevation = 30, which is the default 
for 3-D graphs 
view(3); 
caxis([min(output1(:,3)),max(output1(:,3))]) 
colorbar; % Throw in the colour bar. 
waitfor(1) 
 
clear 
quit  

The velocities obtained from Code 3.1 are shown below (Figure 3.1): 

 

Figure 3.1 Calculation of the speed of sound v1, v2 and v3 for BCC Tantalum for around 14,000 different directions of wave 

propagation.  

 

IV. PREDICTION OF PRESSURE INDUCE INSTABILITIES 

 

In the last chapter, I explored solving the Christoffel equation for the case of an unstressed crystal lattice. I’m now ready to go into 

explaining the solution to the Christoffel-modified equation eq. (1.2) when external pressure is applied to the material. As the external 
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pressure/strain increases, there will be specific directions <k> where the speed of sound may go to zero. The dynamical instability is 
defined as: 

 

𝜆𝑠 = 𝜌𝑣𝑠
2 = 0 (4.1) 

 

The null velocity is equivalent to the softening of acoustic phonon branches evaluated at 𝑑𝑤/𝑑𝑞|0, producing negative (imaginary 

frequencies). These dynamical instabilities are responsible for the elastic-plastic transition above Mbar pressure. You can read the work 

by O. Guerrero et al., A. Landa et al., S.M Shapiro et al.,S.V. Makarov et al. and N. Amadou [1,13-18 ] I implemented the following 

pseudo-code to find the phonon instabilities in Perfect singles Crystals. The algorithm uses the stress-strain relations obtained from an 

external MD program (such as LAMMPS) [19]. For this purpose, we use the free open-source OCTAVE [20] for the numerical solution. 

 

The pseudo-code that is required to find the phonon instabilities: 

 

1. Find the stress-strain relation e.g Pxx , Pzx , Pzz along the direction of compression. 

2. Calculate the elastic-stiffness coefficients 𝐵𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 =
𝑑𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝑑휀𝑘𝑙
⁄  

3. Construct the Dispersion Matrix and evaluate the sound propagation for a given wave vector direction < 𝑘 > 

4. If the speed of sound (eigenvalue) 𝜆𝑠 = 𝜌𝑣𝑠
2 = 0 , then store the critical strain value in memory 

5. Repeat step (4) , but for a different value of < 𝑘 >, and store the new critical strain value 

6. From all the random directions of propagation, choose the direction < 𝑘 > , in which the critical strain is the lower 

 

4.1 Prediction Phonon Instabilities for Uniaxial Compression along [100] BCC Tantalum  

 

I will provide the prediction of phonon instabilities for Uniaxial compression along [100] in BCC Tantalum. The obtention of the 

stress-strain relations is using the Ravelo Potential [21-22] using the Molecular dynamics program LAMMPS [19]. I used the plotting 

program WebPlot Digitizer [23] to verify that the pressure-strain relations obtained using the software LAMMPS match the values in 

Ravelo’s publication (see figure 4.2). The Ravelo Potential offers a good match for the elastic constants vs. DFT calculation. Of course, 

the methodology explained in this chapter is independent of the interatomic interaction, In other words If another interaction potential is 

used as example the MEAM, ADP, MGPT or Experimental dataset, all the calculated values may be different and the instability while 

might occur at different compressive strains, the observed mechanism remains the same. When BCC Tantalum structure (cubic crystal) 

is compressed along the x-axis [100] it changes to a Tetragonal crystal lattice. The image (4.1) provides more clarification on the change 

in symmetry. 

 
Figure 4.1: The Tetragonal crystal lattices result from stretching/compressing a cubic lattice along one of its lattice vectors so that 

the cube becomes a rectangular prism with a square base (L by L) and height (C, which is different from L).  

 

For tetragonal I structure there are six independent elastic constants 

 

(

  
 

𝜎1
𝜎2
𝜎3
𝜎4
𝜎5
𝜎6)

  
 
=

(

 
 
 

𝐵11 𝐵12 𝐵13 0 0 0
𝐵12 𝐵11 𝐵13 0 0 0
𝐵13 𝐵13 𝐵33 0 0 0
0 0 0 𝐵44 0 0
0 0 0 0 𝐵44 0
0 0 0 0 0 𝐵66)

 
 
 

(

  
 

휀1
휀2
휀3
휀4
휀5
휀6)

  
 

 

 

 

(4.2) 

 

Using pseudocode steps 1 through 6, I modified the computer code 3.1 in OCTAVE to solve equation (1.2) and ran around 14,000 

<K> points. The results show the lower critical strain in which the velocity of sound is null is around 0.15709 along the direction <k> = 

<1,0,0>. The information of the critical strain found numerically is saved to an output file with the name of icritical.csv (look at image 

4.2) 
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Figure 4.2: Left image: I used the plotting program WebPlot Digitizer to verify that the pressure-strain relations obtained using the 

software LAMMPS match the values in Ravelo’s publication. The Ravelo Potential offers a good match for the elastic constants vs. DFT 

calculation. Right image: critical strain values found numerically using computer code 2.1 saved to an output file with the name of 
icritical.csv 

The waves propagated along K <1,0,0> can be classified as a pure mode direction, which has one pure longitudinal wave and two 

transverse purse waves. This can be easily proven by solving the dispersion matrix by hand which yield the eigenvalues 𝜆1 = 𝐵11 −
𝑃11    𝜆2 = 𝐵66 − 𝑃11      𝜆3 = 𝐵44 − 𝑃11   Note for tetragonal symmetry have two equal shear elastic constants (B44 = B55 and B66). The 

eigenvectors indicate the polarization of the sound wave and for the above case are (1,0,0) , (0,1,0) and (0,0,1) respectively I can visually 

confirm the critical instability found using the Numerical methods; the critical strain starts around 0.15709. The image (4.3) shows the 

eigenvalues 𝜆1, 𝜆2 and 𝜆3 for the direction K <1,0,0> as function of the compressive strain 

 

 
Figure 4.3: Eigenvalues 𝜆1, 𝜆2 and 𝜆3 for the direction K <1,0,0> as function of the compressive strain for Uniaxial Compression BCC 

Tantalum along [100] the critical strain is found around 0.15709 *Note tetragonal symmetry have two equal shear elastic constants 
(B44 = B55 and B66) and two equal tensile-compliant elastic constants (B12 = B23 and B13) 

 

The code implemented to solve the modified Christoffel equation is below: 

 

Computer Code 4.1: Written Code in Octave for the Prediction phonon instabilities solving numerical the Modified Christoffel equation  

# CALCULATION OF CRITICAL STRAIN VALUE 
# Made by Oscar Guerrero - Miramontes 
 
# The dynamical instability is given by the condition: 
# pv^2 =0 -> v^2 = 0 here we set the density to one 
 
density_material = 1 
 
# stress.dat have the following format  
# strain, pxx , pyy, pzz, pyz, pxz, pxy 
# calculation of the elastic constants depends on what file your loading 
# data1 = xx data2 = yy data3 = zz data4 = yz data5 = xz data6 = xy  
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data1 = load ("-ascii",  "stress.1.dat") ; 
data2 = load ("-ascii",  "stress.2.dat") ; 
data3 = load ("-ascii",  "stress.3.dat") ; 
data4 = load ("-ascii",  "stress.4.dat") ; 
data5 = load ("-ascii",  "stress.5.dat") ; 
data6 = load ("-ascii",  "stress.6.dat") ; 
  
# calculation of the elastic constants Bijkl = dStress_ij/dStrain_kl 
 
# Deformation in the X-DIRECTION 
# 1 = xx 2 = yy 3 = zz 4 = yz 5 = xz 6 = xy  
 
B11 = diff(data1(:,2))./diff(data1(:,1)) ;   
B21 = diff(data1(:,3))./diff(data1(:,1)) ;  
B31 = diff(data1(:,4))./diff(data1(:,1)) ;  
B41 = diff(data1(:,5))./diff(data1(:,1)) ;  
B51 = diff(data1(:,6))./diff(data1(:,1)) ;  
B61 = diff(data1(:,7))./diff(data1(:,1)) ;  
 
# Deformation in the Y-Direction 
 
B12 = diff(data2(:,2))./diff(data2(:,1)) ;    
B22 = diff(data2(:,3))./diff(data2(:,1)) ; 
B32 = diff(data2(:,4))./diff(data2(:,1)) ; 
B42 = diff(data2(:,5))./diff(data2(:,1)) ; 
B52 = diff(data2(:,6))./diff(data2(:,1)) ; 
B62 = diff(data2(:,7))./diff(data2(:,1)) ; 
 
# Deformation in the Z - Direction 
 
B13 = diff(data3(:,2))./diff(data3(:,1)) ; 
B23 = diff(data3(:,3))./diff(data3(:,1)) ; 
B33 = diff(data3(:,4))./diff(data3(:,1)) ; 
B43 = diff(data3(:,5))./diff(data3(:,1)) ; 
B53 = diff(data3(:,6))./diff(data3(:,1)) ; 
B63 = diff(data3(:,7))./diff(data3(:,1)) ; 
 
# Deformation in the YZ - Direction 
 
B14 = diff(data4(:,2))./diff(data4(:,1)) ; 
B24 = diff(data4(:,3))./diff(data4(:,1)) ; 
B34 = diff(data4(:,4))./diff(data4(:,1)) ; 
B44 = diff(data4(:,5))./diff(data4(:,1)) ; 
B54 = diff(data4(:,6))./diff(data4(:,1)) ; 
B64 = diff(data4(:,7))./diff(data4(:,1)) ; 
 
# Deformation in the XZ - Direction 
 
B15 = diff(data5(:,2))./diff(data5(:,1)) ; 
B25 = diff(data5(:,3))./diff(data5(:,1)) ; 
B35 = diff(data5(:,4))./diff(data5(:,1)) ; 
B45 = diff(data5(:,5))./diff(data5(:,1)) ; 
B55 = diff(data5(:,6))./diff(data5(:,1)) ; 
B65 = diff(data5(:,7))./diff(data5(:,1)) ; 
 
# Deformation in the XY - Direction 
 
B16 = diff(data6(:,2))./diff(data6(:,1)) ; 
B26 = diff(data6(:,3))./diff(data6(:,1)) ; 
B36 = diff(data6(:,4))./diff(data6(:,1)) ; 
B46 = diff(data6(:,5))./diff(data6(:,1)) ; 
B56 = diff(data6(:,6))./diff(data6(:,1)) ; 
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B66 = diff(data6(:,7))./diff(data6(:,1)) ;  
 
#******************************************# 
 
# Save the stress information into variables but remove the last row in the array 
# this is done with the purpose that the elastic constants and the stress tensors 
# have the same dimension length 
 
mynum = length(data1(:,1)) - 1 ; 
 
ESTRAIN = data1(1:mynum,1); 
    PXX = data1(1:mynum,2); 
    PYY = data1(1:mynum,3); 
    PZZ = data1(1:mynum,4); 
    PYZ = data1(1:mynum,5); 
    PXZ = data1(1:mynum,6); 
    PXY = data1(1:mynum,7); 
 
  PYX = PXY;  
  PZY = PYZ; 
  PZX = PXZ; 
 
#******************************************# 
 
# store pressure into archive istress.dat 
# store elastic constant into archive ieconst.dat 
 
# save data into archive  
 
dlmwrite('ieconst.csv',[ ESTRAIN B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B22 B23 B24 B25 B26 B33 B34 B35 
B36 B44 B45 B46 B55 B56 B66 ],'delimiter','\t', 'precision','%.6E')   
dlmwrite('istress.csv',[ ESTRAIN PXX PYY PZZ PYZ PXZ PXY ],'delimiter','\t', 'precision',
'%.6E')  
 
#********************************************************# 
# Now we calculate the sound propagation in the medium   # 
#********************************************************# 
 
# myflag variable is a sentinel help us find when v^2 = 0  
myflag = 1; 
 
# Generate points sampled uniformly at a sphere r = 1 
# we only care about the Unit Vector 
# using sphere(np) creates a np+1 x np + 1 matrix  
# the number of rows [kx,ky,kz] are 3*(np+1)*(np+1) 
 
np = 150; 
[X,Y,Z] = sphere(np); 
kx = [0.5*X(:); 0.75*X(:); X(:)]; 
ky = [0.5*Y(:); 0.75*Y(:); Y(:)]; 
kz = [0.5*Z(:); 0.75*Z(:); Z(:)]; 
 
clear X 
clear Y 
clear Z 
 
# We only want the vectors [kx,ky,kz] have a norm = 1 (surface sphere) 
 
newElem = 1; 
for loop_kn = 1:3*(np+1)*(np+1) 
tmpV = [kx(loop_kn,1),ky(loop_kn,1),kz(loop_kn,1)]; 
if(norm(tmpV)==1) 
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ksurfx(newElem,:) = kx(loop_kn,1); 
ksurfy(newElem,:) = ky(loop_kn,1); 
ksurfz(newElem,:) = kz(loop_kn,1); 
newElem = newElem + 1; 
endif 
endfor 
 
clear kx 
clear ky 
clear kz 
 
for loop_kn = 1:newElem-1 
 
disp("Running step, step= "), disp(loop_kn), disp("out of "), disp(newElem); 
 
kn = [ksurfx(loop_kn,1),ksurfy(loop_kn,1),ksurfz(loop_kn,1)]; 
 
# Calculate for all strain values 
# begins for loop until end of data 
 
for i = 1:mynum 
 
sigma = [ PXX(i), PXY(i), PXZ(i) ; PYX(i), PYY(i), PYZ(i) ; PZX(i), PZY(i), PZZ(i) ]; 
 
# Notice we are using the Tetragonal I symmetry for Cjl 
Cjl = [ B11(i), B12(i), B13(i), 0     , 0     , 0 ;  
        B12(i), B11(i), B13(i), 0     , 0     , 0 ; 
        B13(i), B13(i), B33(i), 0     , 0     , 0 ;  
        0     , 0     , 0     , B44(i), 0     , 0 ;  
        0     , 0     , 0     , 0     , B44(i), 0 ;  
        0     , 0     , 0     , 0     , 0     , B66(i) ]; 
 
#Calculate the matrix component L11 
 
irow = 1; 
icol = 1; 
for n = [1,6,5] 
 for m = [1,6,5] 
   Cnm(irow,icol) = Cjl(n,m); 
   icol = icol + 1; 
    endfor 
   icol = 1; 
   irow = irow + 1; 
     endfor 
L11 = 0; 
for j = 1:3 
 for l = 1:3 
addition = (-sigma(j,l) + Cnm(j,l))*kn(j)*kn(l); 
L11 = L11 + addition; 
  endfor 
    endfor 
 
#Calculate the matrix component L12 
irow = 1; 
icol = 1; 
for n = [1,6,5] 
 for m = [6,2,4] 
   Cnm(irow,icol) = Cjl(n,m); 
   icol = icol + 1;  
    endfor 
   icol = 1; 
   irow = irow + 1; 
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     endfor 
L12 = 0; 
for j = 1:3 
 for l = 1:3 
addition = ( Cnm(j,l))*kn(j)*kn(l); 
L12 = L12 + addition; 
  endfor 
    endfor 
 
#Calculate the matrix component L13 
irow = 1; 
icol = 1; 
for n = [1,6,5] 
 for m = [5,4,3] 
   Cnm(irow,icol) = Cjl(n,m); 
   icol = icol + 1;  
    endfor 
   icol = 1; 
   irow = irow + 1; 
     endfor 
L13 = 0; 
for j = 1:3 
 for l = 1:3 
addition = (Cnm(j,l))*kn(j)*kn(l); 
L13 = L13 + addition; 
  endfor 
    endfor 
 
#Calculate the matrix component L22 
irow = 1; 
icol = 1; 
for n = [6,2,4] 
 for m = [6,2,4] 
   Cnm(irow,icol) = Cjl(n,m); 
   icol = icol + 1;  
    endfor 
   icol = 1; 
   irow = irow + 1; 
     endfor 
L22 = 0; 
for j = 1:3 
 for l = 1:3 
addition = (-sigma(j,l) + Cnm(j,l))*kn(j)*kn(l); 
L22 = L22 + addition; 
  endfor 
    endfor 
 
#Calculate the matrix component L23 
irow = 1; 
icol = 1; 
for n = [6,2,4] 
 for m = [5,4,3] 
   Cnm(irow,icol) = Cjl(n,m); 
   icol = icol + 1;  
    endfor 
   icol = 1; 
   irow = irow + 1; 
     endfor 
L23 = 0; 
for j = 1:3 
 for l = 1:3 
addition = (Cnm(j,l))*kn(j)*kn(l); 
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L23 = L23 + addition; 
  endfor 
    endfor 
 
#Calculate the matrix component L33 
irow = 1; 
icol = 1; 
for n = [5,4,3] 
 for m = [5,4,3] 
   Cnm(irow,icol) = Cjl(n,m); 
   icol = icol + 1;  
    endfor 
   icol = 1; 
   irow = irow + 1; 
     endfor 
L33 = 0; 
for j = 1:3 
 for l = 1:3 
addition = (-sigma(j,l) + Cnm(j,l))*kn(j)*kn(l); 
L33 = L33 + addition; 
  endfor 
    endfor 
 
# Create the dispersion matrix 
Lij = [ L11, L12, L13 ; L12, L22, L23 ; L13, L23, L33 ]; 
 
# calculate the speed component by taking the eigenvalues of the dispersion matrix 
 
[evector,evalues] = eig(Lij); 
myspeed(1,:) = diag(evalues); 
evector1 = transpose(evector(:,1)); 
evector2 = transpose(evector(:,2)); 
evector3 = transpose(evector(:,3)); 
 
if ( (myspeed(1) <= 0) || (myspeed(2) <= 0) || (myspeed(3) <= 0)) 
 disp("Found negative eigenvalue \n"); 
 output2(myflag,:) = [ ESTRAIN(i) myspeed evector1 evector2 evector3 kn ]; 
 myflag = myflag + 1 ; 
 break % quit the loop i = 1:mynum 
endif 
 
endfor 
 endfor 
 
# store speed component and critical strain value to an outputfile   
dlmwrite('icritical.csv',output2,'delimiter','\t','precision','%4.6f') ; 
 
clear 
quit  

 

Finally, I Plot the calculated eigenvalues 𝜆1, 𝜆2 and 𝜆3 for around 14,000 <K> points in the 3D sphere region with a radius of one at 

0% strain and close to the critical strain value  16%. (Figure 4.4). The vector of propagation direction <K> must be a unit vector. In other 
words, the norm of the vector must be equal to one. 
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Figure 4.4: Calculation of the eigenvalues 𝜆1, 𝜆2 and 𝜆3 for BCC Tantalum Uniaxial Compressed along [100] for around 14,000 

different directions of wave propagation <K> at 0% strain and close to the critical strain value 16% The appearance of values close to 

null indicates the formation of phonon instabilities (red color)  

 

 

4.1.1 Molecular Dynamics simulation of BCC Tantalum Compressed along [100] vs The Prediction Phonon instabilities 

 

I ran molecular dynamics simulation of BCC Tantalum uniaxially compressed along the direction [100] at 300K using the Ravelo 

Potential. The elastic-plastic transition observed by the abrupt decay of the shear 𝜏 = 0.5(𝑃𝑥𝑥 − 0.5(𝑃𝑦𝑦 + 𝑃𝑧𝑧)) was correlated with 

the critical strain obtained from the computer code. The elastic-plastic transition does connect with the critical strain value found using 

my computer code 4.1. (See Figure 4.5). The molecular dynamics simulation was run using the software LAMMPS using the methodology 

by O. Guerrero in the publication: A beginner’s guide to the modeling of shock/uniaxial/quasi-isentropic compression using the LAMMPS 

molecular dynamics simulator By: Oscar Guerrero-Miramontes [24] .The strain rate was selected to approximate the rise times of the 

shock profiles in the NEMD simulations, typically 1010-1011 𝑠−1 
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Figure 4.5 Molecular dynamics simulation of BCC tantalum compressed along [100] using around 4,000 atoms at 300K. The image on 

the left show pressure (Pxx vs. Strain), and the figure on the right show the shear 𝜏 = 0.5(𝑃𝑥𝑥 − 0.5(𝑃𝑦𝑦 + 𝑃𝑧𝑧)) vs. strain. The critical 

strain in which the phono instability occurs match the elastic-plastic transition (red dash line)  

 

The elastic-plastic transition determined via MD was never found below the soft-mode dynamical instability critical strain 

 

 

4.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulation of FCC Copper Compressed along [100] vs the prediction phonon instabilities 

 

I also ran a Molecular dynamics simulation in FCC Copper using the Mishin potential [25] and correlated the critical strain found using 

my Octave Code running at 14,000 <K> points. The results show that the lowest critical strain begins around 0.10543 with the direction 

<K> = (0.728969, 0.684547,0) eig1 = (0.693, -0.720,0). Interestingly, the lowest critical strain is not a point of high symmetry in the 

Brillouin zone as in the case of BCC tantalum, where the phonon instability occurs at <K> = (1,0,0) eig2 = (0,1,0) and eig3 = (0,0,1). 

In addition, there is a second mode decay for copper around the critical strain of 0.30 given by eig2 = (0,0,1). Our Results for FCC 

Copper are in good agreement with the work of Giles Kimminau et al. [26] that instead determines the phonon-dispersion relation over 

the entire BZ (my proposed code runs much faster in predicting the phonon instabilities). The following image (4.6) shows the results 

of the MD simulations vs. the predicted Phonon instability critical strain 

 

 

 
Figure 4.6: Molecular dynamics simulation of FCC Copper compressed along [100] using around 4,000 atoms at 300K. The image on 

the left shows the shear 𝜏 = 0.5(𝑃𝑥𝑥 − 0.5(𝑃𝑦𝑦 + 𝑃𝑧𝑧)) vs. strain. The image on the right shows critical strain in which the phono 

instability occurs using the computer code 2.1. The phonon instability occurs in the same strain as in the Molecular dynamics simulation 

(red dash line)  

 

Finally, I Plot the calculated eigenvalues 𝜆1, 𝜆2 and 𝜆3 for around 14,000 <K> points in the 3D sphere region with a radius of one at 0% 

strain and close to the critical strain value 11%. The vector of propagation direction <K> must be a unit vector. In other words, the norm 

of the vector must be equal to one (Figure 4.7). 
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Figure 4.7: Calculation of the eigenvalues 𝜆1, 𝜆2 and 𝜆3 for FCC Copper Uniaxial Compressed along [100]  for around 14,000 different 

directions of wave propagation <K> at 0% strain and close to the critical strain value 11% The appearance of values close to null 

indicates the formation of phonon instabilities (red color)  

 

Again, I never found the elastic-plastic transition determined via MD below the soft-mode dynamical instability critical strain 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

I describe a computational pseudo-code for predicting pressure-induced phonon instabilities in crystals. These dynamical instabilities 

are one of the factors responsible for the elastic-plastic transition for BCC Tantalum and FCC Copper above Mbar pressure and at strain 

rates found in the range of Molecular Dynamics simulations. Although I display the use of the pseudo-code only for Uniaxial compression, 

I can easily alter it for other scenarios such as Hydrostatic pressure, biaxial pressure, Tri-Axial stress, etc., I could use this same approach 

to predict the change of electromagnetic waves’ velocities under pressure using the dielectric constants [30] instead of the elastic constants; 
however, I’m not going to pursue further that implementation.  
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